Obey 40 D-Fi 2.4
The Obey 40 D-Fi 2.4 is a small, but full-featured lighting
controller with a built-in D-Fi transmitter so you can built a rig
without long DMX cable runs! The Obey 40 D-Fi 2.4 works
with any D-Fi compatible product and controls up 12
different types of lights. It stores scenes and chases for
playback, and it operates lights "on the fly". The stored
scenes and chases are triggered by sound, or manually
adjusted, to get just the right speed and fade time for your
look. The Obey 40 D-Fi 2.4 is MIDI compatible and has
dedicated fog and strobe controls. The Obey 40 D-Fi 2.4 is the
perfect board for creating a dazzling light show without long
cable runs! And it travels smartly in the CHAUVET DJ CHS-30
Gear Bag.
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Highlights
Wireless DMX controller capable of programing any DMX product
Easily send wireless DMX signals across the room using the built-in D-Fi 2.4GHz transmitter
Individually control up to 12 different lights
Customize looks with adjustable strobe and fade effects, audio sensitivity and fade times for all playback modes
Increase effects with fog and strobe control, beat activation, tap-sync and auto run
Ability to grab any fixture on the fly and sequentially link chases
Increase flexibility with MIDI triggerable chases and scenes
Conveniently fits in a standard 3-space (3U) mounting rack
Fits best in the CHS-30 VIP Gear Bag
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 192
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Max Unobstructed Distance: 656 ft (200 m)
Operating Frequency: 2.433 to 2.48 GHz
Antenna Connection: RP-SMA
Input Voltage: 9 VDC, 500 mA (external power supply: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz)
Power and Current: 3 W, 0.1 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 2 W, 0.1 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 5.2 lb (2.4 kg)
Size: 19 x 6.7 x 3.5 in (483 x 171 x 89 mm)
Approvals: CE, FCC
Programmable Scenes: 240
Programmable Banks: 30

What's Included
External power supply
User Manual
Warranty card
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